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What’s New - What’s Hot

Accomplishments

76'ers Afghan; Accomplished Knitters

New Yarns Bloom Throughout the Store
A bevy of new yarns – blooming in a beautiful bounty of vegetable fibres for Spring knitting – have arrived at The Knit With,
complementing extensions to existing product favorites ( Clipp, a
100% Egyptian mercerized cotton, now available to you in 36 shades! ).
Oasis marries silk’s hand with the strength
of cotton, in 7 gentle variegations; spun in
China of soy fibre – the latest vegetable fibre
for handknitting, bamboo being another, soy Inc an to
silk is lighter and cooler than cotton and ideal
for Spring knitting.
The other new yarns: Incanto, a cotton-linen-viscose
blend, sporting subtle varie- O asis
gations with a shimmer wrap
Z od ia c
– for a dressy look in any
stitch; Legacy, an Italian highly textural blend
of variegated, crimped cotton with checkerboard,
color-shifting ribbon accents – perfect for trims,
accents, poncho or scarf knitting on No. 10's;
F rin g e
Zodiac, a cotton-nylon blend in bright shades,
also Italian, strands a ribbon with a fine cromesh – very suitable for blouse knitting and
scarfing; Bugia, a faintly variegated, highly textural with short eyelash accents; Montage, in
C aly ps o
bright shades with a hint of bling.
Three ribbons round out the new yarns:
Fringe, Calypso – both spun in China, belying any thought of
drab contemporary Chinese fashion – and Zen, with a sexy, sassy
bi-variegated look in 9 shades. Calypso is a dashing intermittent
ribbon ideal for summer scarfing, blending very well with eyelash.
Fringe, available in four demur shades, knits best in stockinette
and has wonderful possibilities for trimming solid cottons, or solo
to knit a shell or blouse.
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In February, Sheila Dubin, from Philadelphia, started the second of two tours-de-force a tricoter: afghans featuring the logo of
the 76'ers basketball team.
The reception of the first afghan – for Sheila’s grandson, an
avid 76'ers fan
–
inspired the second, a
response to her own
son’s admiration for
the first.
Sheila knit her afghans from custom
developed charts produced by The Knit
With. Using machine
wash wool, Sheila knit
vertically in intarsia.
Other accomplishments to celebrate:
Brenda Wickersham,
from Valley Forge,
Jennifer Garden, from S HEILA D UBIN UNFURLING AFGHAN N O. 1.
Chestnut Hill, and
Carol Browne, from Wilkes Barre, have become accomplished
knitters – having mastered the techniques necessary to complete
Introductory Knitting wearing their diplomas!
Congratulations all around!
Editor’s Note

Why We Knit
Occasionally, we all field answers to the above question – most
often at the insistence of a non-knitter. We would not pretend to
know why every knitter knits today; similarly, any given knitter
could have a myriad of reasons for taking up her needles.
When last this question raged, knitters were divided into two
camps: process and product knitters. Today, we hear of fibre
infatuation, the effects of 9/11, big needle affection, novelty yarn
knitters . . . and the list goes on. We believe simple attempts to
classify knitters miss the point of the simple, meditative, joy experienced from the in, around, through and off.
Knitters creatively express themselves – oft-times, while doing
something else (the process) – and have unique, better-made and
well-fitting garments (the product) but also to experience the serene, simple peace which attends knitting.
Why do you knit? We’ll share your ideas in a future newsletter.
D awn, Jim and Bill

Meet Our Staff:

Ballot to be Included in September Issue

Dawn Casale Giampa
Working primarily behind the scenes, but occasionally in the
shop, is Dawn Casale Giampa. Marge’s youngest daughter, Dawn
has been involved in The Knit With since childhood – sharing
her birth year with the shop and both growing up together.
Dawn is the creative, technical force responsible for guiding the
shop smoothly into the 21 st century: implementing the shop’s
website ( www.TheKnitWith.com ) – practicing her design and
computer skills during the shadow
hours, after working at a major financial institution serving the Philadelphia
region. Starting with the idea of a website, Dawn and Marge spent many
hours giving the website scope and
purpose and together they planned its
content. In addition to the website,
Dawn introduced the idea of
computerizing the shop’s myriad data
functions – serving as the shop’s chief
information officer, among other roles.
Having learned to knit at an early age, Dawn has recently begun
to publish her designs as well as her unique techniques in stitch
creation. Her sense for color has been highlighted by her travels
to North Africa and the Mediterranean; in addition to these skills,
Dawn enjoys working with beads, is an avid photographer and has
inherited Marge’s talent for creative cooking.
In 2002, Dawn married Bill Giampa; they reside in a northern
Philadelphia suburb.
From The Bookshelf ® :

Newly Released Tradebooks In - Stock
Hooked on Crochet, 20 Sassy Projects by Candi Jensen;
published 2004 by Storey Publishing; softbound
at $18.95. What Stitch ’n Bitch is supposed to
have done for knitting, Candi’s latest wants to
do for crochet. We know Candi as the author
of, now a series of, books of crochet design for
infants, toddlers and children. This is a basic
book by which to learn to crochet. But it is a
book written for the 21st century: light, airy,
conversational, well-illustrated with creative
and gorgeous photography. Get your hooks ready!
Great Knits for Kids, 27 Classic Designs for Infants to Ten Year
Olds by Debbie Bliss; published 2005 by Trafalgar Square
Publishing; softbound at $14.99. Fully revised
from the 1997 Collins & Brown edition, Great
Knits for Kids presents a stunning array of
children’s garments suited to all skill levels. All
designs feature Bliss’ generous fits and sense of
style – which appeal to both classic yet
contemporary tastes. While a couple of the 27
designs presented are faintly reminiscent of
Bliss patterns printed more recently elsewhere,
each garment is uniquely styled and worth
knitting, with enough Fair Isle and cables for any knitter.
( continued Page 4 )

Rules for Naming the Newsletter
The official ballot for your selection of the Newsletter’s eventual
name will be included in the September issue. Your fellow
readers, as well as The Knit With’s staff, have submitted a
number of suggestions for the name-to-be. A list of all names
properly received to date, as well as unofficial polling results of
readers’ favorite names, is available on the Newsletter Page of the
shop’s website ( www.TheKnitWith.com ); it is not too late for
you to submit the winning newsletter name – just use the handy
form below to submit your proposal by July 4.
Balloting Rules

For the forthcoming official ballot – which determines the
recipients of various gift certificates – like so much else in life,
there must be a few rules and here they are:
1. All ballots must be submitted in writing – either physically in
the shop or electronically via e-mail. A handy ballot form will be
included in the September issue.
2. All ballots must be completely filled out.
3. Only ballots submitted by knitters appearing on The Knit
With’s current customer list qualify as properly submitted ballots.
4. Only one ballot will be accepted from each person casting a
ballot.
5. Ballots must be received by the close of business October 10.
Name Selection Process

The proposed newsletter names receiving the two highest
number of ballots qualifies each proposer for a gift certificate from
The Knit With. The five proposed names receiving the greatest
number of favorable ballots will be submitted to a committee of
professional marketers which has been formed and tasked with
responsibility for recommending the newsletter’s name; the
committee may recommend the newsletter’s name from among the
proposals balloted upon or a name of their own creation.

The newsletter’s name will be announced in the November
issue; a gift certificate will also be awarded to the person who
proposed the name finally selected.

To: T he Knit W ith
R e: N ame the N ewsletter

D ate:

Submitted by:
T elephone N umber:
E-mail Address:
Proposed N ewsletter N ame:
By submitting this proposal, I acknowledge that I knowingly and voluntarily relinquish any and all
commercial rights to the name submitted; further, I hereby waive all objections to the authenticity of this
document when used for any purpose by The Knit With, its directors, agents and employees and assigns,
and attest that my printed name below constitutes a valid and legally binding signature when received
by The Knit With.
/s/

________________________

Summer H ours
Tuesdays to Saturdays 1 0 AM to 6 P M , Wednesdays ’til 8 P M
Sundays ( M em orial throug h Labor D ay weekends) C L O S ED
visit us on the web 24 / 7: www.T heKnitW ith.com

Knitting Notes

SIZE

Age

AND

FIT : GARMENTS

Actual Measurements

FOR

CHILDREN

Finished Measurements

( in inches )

Notes

( in inches )

Close Fit

Standard Fit

Loose Fit

Oversize Fit

2

Chest
Sleeve
Length

22.00
8.50
8.50

23.00
8.50
8.50

24.00
8.50
8.50

26.00
9.00
9.00

28.00
10.00
10.00

4

Chest
Sleeve
Length

24.00
10.50
10.50

25.00
10.50
10.50

26.00
10.50
10.50

28.00
11.00
11.00

30.00
12.00
12.00

6

Chest
Sleeve
Length

25.00
11.50
11.50

26.00
11.50
11.50

28.00
11.50
11.50

30.00
12.00
12.00

32.00
13.00
13.00

8

Chest
Sleeve
Length

27.00
12.50
12.50

28.00
12.50
12.50

30.00
12.50
12.50

32.00
13.00
13.00

34.00
14.00
14.00

10

Chest
Sleeve
Length

29.00
13.50
13.50

30.00
13.50
13.50

32.00
13.50
13.50

34.00
14.00
14.00

36.00
15.00
15.00

12

Chest
Sleeve
Length

31.00
14.00
14.00

32.00
14.00
14.00

34.00
14.00
14.00

36.00
15.00
15.00

38.00
15.50
15.50
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From The Bookshelf ® :
( Co ntinued From Pag e 2 )

Crocheted Afghans, by Donna Kooler; published 2005 by Sterling Publishing; softbound at $14.95. Presenting 42 designs by 17
artists, Crocheted Afghans answers crocheters’ need for innovative
afghan designs, perhaps the most stunning offerings are those by
Kathleen Stuart.
Pursenalities, 20 Great Knitted and Felted Bags, by Eva
Wiechmann; published 2005 by Martingale
Company; softbound at $19.95. The felting
storm, which first washed the yarn market in
2000, continues to shower us with alluring
ways to use this “first fabric”. Here, felting
handbags (after knitting – over-sized of
course) is elevated to an art form. Witten by a
California yarn shop owner, and Finnish expatriate who learned to knit at an early age,
this book presents tested designs for a variety
of novelty purse styles – all to be knitted and then felted.
Top Down for Toddlers, No Sew Knitting,
by Deb and Lynda Gemmell, published 2005
by Cabin Fever; softbound at $21.95. This
book, by Ontario sisters, is in a vein with
their pattern leaflets: knitting with minimal
finishing: after binding off, your garment is
ready to wear. Patterns for knitting basic,
wearable gar- ments for ages 1- 6 worked in
the round are presented. Most designs are
basic enough for new knitters.
A Second Treasury of Magical Knitting, by Cat Bordhi; published
2005 by Passing Paws Press; softbound at $26.95. The author’s
second book promoting the interesting joys of moebius knitting
includes a number of sheer fun projects to
master the moebius technique – some for
felting and some not. Moebius knitting is a
perspective derived from twisting circular
knitting, possibly revealing never-before-seen
things. Cat’s designs for both a cat’s bed and
a jester’s hat are whimsical to look and fun to
make and use.
Handknit Style, Contemporary Sweaters from Tricoter, by
Linden Ward and Beryl Hiatt, published 2005 by
Martingale Company; hardbound at $34.95.
Tricoter, the Seattle shop proselytizing the display
of solid color yarns by hue, shares some of their
designs blending knitting as a source of both internal
and external connection with shapes today’s woman
wants to wear. Ponchos dominate a total of 16 very
knitable (and wearable) designs.
Big-Needle Knit Afghans, edited by Jeanne Stauffer, published
2005 by House of White Birches; hardbound at $24. 95. Knitted
home decor continues to trend up and nothing says knitting for the
home better than the afghan. Most designs, faintly reminiscent of
the throws and baby blankets knit two (or is it, now, three)
generations ago, are ideal for neophytes to the craft although a few
are up to challenging experienced knitters. The shop’s favorite:
the leaf counterpane where four separate squares, when assembled,
create a leaf motif.

Too Cute Crochet for Babies and Toddlers, A Whimsical
Collection of Hats, Scarves, Mittens and Booties, by Cynthia
Preston, published 2005 by Lark Books, softbound at $14.95.
Many moms know that babies and toddlers hate hats. These
whimsical designs, as fun to wear as to make, are ideal for little
personalities who know what they like – and what they will wear
– either on dress-up day or everyday.
Nursery Knits, 25 Easy-knit Designs for Clothes, Toys and
Decorations by Zoe Mellor, published 2005
by KP Books; softbound at $19.95. Zoe
brings us yet another collection of
irresistible designs for wee ones: pullovers,
cardigans, hats, mittens, ponchos, blankies,
bags and toys. All with Zoe’s bright colors
and easy fits. Designs for a variety of skill
levels.
Shop Changes

Shop Renovations Well Underway
Since the last issue of the newsletter, more physical changes
have occurred at The Knit With – continuing the capital improvement program begun last year. The latest changes bring expanded lighting to the larger front room and a more open and airy
feel to the shop’s entry. The recent changes continue implementation of the shop’s capital improvement plan – begun
Spring, 2004 when the shop’s innermost room saw the installation
of new display lighting and a new display case.
The latest new lighting better illuminates The Needle Niche and
the artisan yarns displays in the larger Germantown Avenue room
while reducing the shadow areas and b ring more balance to the
overall lighting.
More improvements are in the works: with your reading of this
issue, painting of all the interior spaces and display cases – one
salesroom at a time – has begun; a new air conditioning unit, to
more evenly modulate the shop’s temperature during the steamy
summer months, is to be soon installed; a revamped and condensed sales counter is planned – allowing for additional ambient lighting in the larger Germantown Avenue room; and new
display spaces for The Bookshelf offerings are in the works.
All of these changes – many of which were planned with
Marge during her lifetime – are designed to expand the shop’s
inventory of the finest yarns, instruments, publications and
accessories for your knitting pleasure. We also want to improve
your shopping experience by creating a more open environment to
better view the extraordinary natural fibre, artisan, designer and
novelty yarns.
___C____ Coupon expires: May 8, 2005 ______________________
At Mother’s Day Touch a Knitter’s Heart
W ith your purchase of any Elizabeth Austen knitter’s tote, receive a
Austen zippered notions pouch – compliments of T he Knit W ith.
T otes available in two sizes and four designs in each size.
Delighting Knitters Since 1970!
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